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T EAMS L OVE A TLANTA C HALLENGE !

“The feedback has all been positive.
We've not done anything like this in the past and the
team felt it was a good way to get some ideas for how to move past
some of the issues impacting our effectiveness. It gives us a reference point to refer to and begin dialogue. Thanks again for the extra
efforts you put forth to have the additional impact.”
~Home Depot
"From all of us

at Georgia Pacific
“The team building
was great! We got a lot of positive
feedback from our team members. Those
who didn't think they would like this
ended up loving it.”
~ Zaxbys HQ

we would like to say
THANK YOU!!! You did a
wonderful job of helping us
break down barriers, work
together and have FUN!
Thank you very much for
putting this together and

“The team has raved about

pulling it off flawlessly."

the event. It has definitely been a

~ Georgia Pacific

positive experience for us to draw upon. It
was especially nice to have two culturally
diverse groups partake in the experience!”
~ GE

"This really
helped us break down
departmental silos."
~ Microsoft

“Thank you for everything
you did to make our day a
success. Your time, energy and
support were outstanding. It was by
far one of our best outings ever!”
~ Cintas Corp.
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W HY Y OUR T EAM W ILL L OVE O UR T EAM

Analyzers value us because…

Creators enjoy us because…

• We have great rates.

• We incorporate powerful lessons into all

of our events, while still having fun.

• Provide clear, “no surprises” pricing.

• Design engaging programs that people

• Deliver goal-focused content.

will remember, and apply.

• Save you time and money by bringing

• Are flexible and adaptable to what you’re

the event to your group.

trying to accomplish.

Organizers approve us because…
• We execute well-organized events.

Relators appreciate us because…
• We create opportunities for great interac-

• Deliver effective event planning tools.

tion between participants.

• Have client-directed program tailoring.

• Have a helpful support team.

• Always have a back-up plan to ensure

• Provide activities that call on the strengths

things run smoothly no matter what.

of everyone in the group.
• Get rave reviews for the organizer.

About Our Rates
To find the rates for a program see our separate rates page. To calculate what your total would be, just
multiply the number of people in your group times the appropriate rate.

your group
size

x

the per person rate for
the program you select

=

your
total

For example: If your team wants to do Game Show and you have 45 people; the per person rate is $38,
so your total would be 45 ppl x $38 = $1,710. That’s it! There are NO additional charges, fees or taxes,
except for out of town events, credit card payments (2%) and custom designs. We will always disclose
these special fees up front if they apply.
What if my group is smaller than the lowest amount?
The cost is based on the lowest participant number in the price chart, times that rate.
For example: If you have 6 people and want to do the Teamwork Quest; the smallest group rate is for 10
people, so the rate would be 10ppl x $65 = $650.
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T HE T EAMWORK C OMPASS ®
It’s more than a logo, it’s a powerful system for helping your team be the best they can be.
While it’s important for your team to have a lot
of fun during their event, it’s even more important that they take away ideas that they can
take action on. In order to give participants enduring tools that they can use after the event,
we draw on the metaphor of a compass, with
each direction representing one of the four areas of team success: Effectiveness, Innovation,
Accountability and Trust. These four traits are
based on the four primary thinking styles behind all of the personality profile systems. This
leads to better understanding and implementation of the lessons from your team building experience by engaging the entire brain and
drawing from everyone’s unique strengths.

North

represents

direction,

effectiveness,

staying on task, and evaluating your progress.
How effective was your team at reaching its
objective? How honestly and accurately do you
measure your results?

South

represents warmth, relationships, and

East

represents the sunrise, new beginnings

and innovation. How does your team explore
new possibilities and approaches? How open
are you to different ideas and taking risks?

West

represents the sunset, completion and

accountability. How does your team assign
various functions? How do you hold each other
and your team accountable?
The Needle represents focus. What is your
team paying attention to? Are you more focused on problems or solutions? Obstacles or
opportunities? Conflict or connection? And
most importantly: where do you go from here?
Our experienced facilitators will help your team
observe and reflect on how they respond to the
activities- and each other- in order to draw out
lessons that they can apply in the future. By
bringing the ideas out from the group, there is
more ownership of the experience, and greater
implementation of those ideas.

trust. How does your team support each other
and create an environment where everyone
can be at their best? Do you have a code of
conduct that respects all team members?
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LEADERSHIP SKILLS

Develop leadership skills for managers and supervisors
with pragmatic content, discussions, and activities.
Overview

Details

Being a leader is all about leading teams. In this fun but informative leadership development program, both current and future team leaders get a
foundational understanding of what a team needs in order to be successful, and important insights into their personal leadership skills and style. A
series of content modules, activities and discussions help each participant
craft their own action plan for enhancing their leadership skills.

Program content:
TEAM SKILLS
TEAM FUN
TEAM WORK
TEAM BOND

Goals

Length:
4 hours +/-

✓
✓
✓
✓

Activity:
Light

Understand the difference between leadership and management.
Network with other leaders and gain their feedback and insights.
Discover personal leadership style and strengths.
Develop an on-going team improvement system.

Location:
Indoors

Rates
Group

<15*

15-34

35-49

50-74

75-114

115-159

160-224

225-300

300+

Rate

$1,050

$70

$66

$63

$60

$57

$54

-

-

* Groups under 15 people use the flat rate listed. 15 or more are per person only.

“On behalf of the entire management team, thank you for providing us with
an informative but fun day.” ~ PPG Industries
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event photos.
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Agenda & Activities
Welcome & Warm-Ups (5-10 minutes) Atlanta Challenge
staff welcome the group and set expectations for the leadership development program. We then lead some fun
warm-up activities that get the group moving and ready to
fully participate.
Intro Challenge (15-30 minutes) We jump right into the
program with a thought provoking activity that requires
ideas and input from the entire group to solve. This gets
everyone engaged and thinking about what they want to
get out of the program.
Leadership Styles Matrix (30-45 minutes) There’s no
one right way to be a team leader. This interactive project
gives participants a clearer understanding of their primary
thinking and management style, and how the different
styles may impact the people they lead.
Leadership 360 Challenges (60-90 minutes) These
hands-on leadership activities require brainstorming, collaboration, planning, and creative problem solving. Activities are selected to help participants identify and utilize
different leadership strategies. After each challenge, the
designated leader receives a 360 review of their leadership skills from the team. By the end of this segment, all
participants will have led their group at least once.

Product Transport Each team has materials that belong in another team’s location. All teams must rearrange the products to ensure that everything is in the
right place at the right time. Team leaders will need to
coordinate their team’s movements with the other team
leaders to ensure safe and efficient transitions, and
communicate the plan effectively to their own teams.
Design Elements Each team leader is given an assortment of materials and some design parameters for a
project that their team must build. To be successful, their
project must also align with the projects designed and
built by the other teams. Leaders must manage their
team while networking with the other leaders.
Teamwork Compass® (20-30 minutes) We review the
Teamwork Compass®, giving leaders a framework for developing and maintaining a successful team. This simple
but powerful tool keeps leaders focused and teams motivated because it covers all of the essentials, not just the
preferences of the leader’s personality.
Closing Debrief & Wrap-up Activity (5-10 minutes) The
group acknowledges accomplishments of the day and discusses how to incorporate the lessons after the program.

Synchronicity Each team must design and build a
“product layout” - but it must match every other team’s
layout. The leaders of each team must network with the
other leaders to ensure consistency, while directing their
individual teams to create matching designs while having different resources.
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LEADERSHIP SKILLS

L EADERSHIP P ROFILES W ORKSHOP
A leadership training workshop to help leaders understand their
style, and how to use it to bring out the best in their people.
Overview

Details

This in-depth leadership training workshop includes a full analysis of each
participants' personal thinking styles (HBDI) profile, giving them valuable
information about how they lead, manage, motivate, communicate, handle stress, and more. Each participant will gain a greater understanding of
their leadership style, when that works for them, and how to make sure it
doesn’t work against them or their team. They leave with a clear action
plan for using their strengths in an effective and authentic way.

Program content:

Goals

Group

<15

15-34

35-49

50-74

75-114

115-159

160-224

225-300

300+

Rate

*

$190

$185

$180

$175

$171

$167

$163

call

* For groups under 15 people there is a flat rate of $975 for the workshop, plus $125 per profile.
All other rates are per person only and include personal profile assessment and results packets.

“Thank you so much for an OUTSTANDING team building session!”
~ SunTrust

•

TEAM WORK
TEAM BOND

Length:
4 hours +/-

Location:
Indoors

Rates

LLC

TEAM FUN

Activity:
Light

✓ Understanding different leadership styles.
✓ Maximizing personal strengths to be better leaders.
✓ Understanding how personal style effects team performance.

©2017 A TLANTA C HALLENGE ,

TEAM SKILLS
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L EADERSHIP P ROFILES W ORKSHOP
Agenda & Activities
HBDI Assessments—Before the program, each
participant must take their HBDI assessment online.
Welcome & Warm-Ups (10-15 minutes) An Atlanta
Challenge facilitator welcomes the group, sets expectations for the day, then leads some fun activities to break the ice and get everyone invested.
Introductory Challenge (10-20 minutes) We jump
right into the program with a thought provoking activity that requires ideas and input from the entire
group to solve. This gets the group engaged and
thinking about what they want to get out of the program, and gets them talking about their individual
strengths and how to combine them.
Personal Profiles Review (60 minutes) We take an
in-depth look at the factors that determine the results of each person’s assessment, what the various
indicators mean, and how to put them to work for
greater results as a leader.
Application Exercises (60 minutes) The group will
work through a few exercises on how to apply the
whole-brain system to problem solving, brain storming, creativity and other topics relevant to your
group. This gives leaders insight into how to use the
thinking styles with their teams.

©2018 A TLANTA C HALLENGE ,

LLC

•

The Teamwork Compass® (15-20 minutes) We
lead a short interactive conversation about the key
ingredients of teamwork, how different team members have a stronger affinity for some of those ingredients, and how to leaders can bring them all together to create an unstoppable team.
Pressure Cooker (30 minutes) Small groups come
up with a list of specific experiences in the workplace that are causing them stress. Then they brainstorm a variety of solutions to these challenges using the whole-brain format to ensure a wide variety
of options to implement.
Final Teamwork Challenge (20-30 minutes) This
challenge continues to draw upon the team’s ability
to bring together each person’s perspectives and
combine them for success. The conversation afterwards reviews the whole brain thinking styles and
how they helped the team find a solution. The specific activity selection is based on group size, time
available, room layout, and your goals.
Wrap-up (5 minutes) The team shares observations
and what they want to focus on going forward.

WWW .A TLANTA C HALLENGE . COM
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A BOUT

THE

W HOLE -B RAIN P ERSONAL P ROFILES

Individual Thinking Styles Profile

Team Thinking Styles Profile

HBDI - The Herrmann Brain Dominance
Instrument™ is the world’s leading thinking
style assessment tool. It identifies your
preferred approach to emotional, analytical,
structural, and strategic thinking.

A profile of the entire team is built from a
composite of all the individual profiles. This in
-depth team profile and analysis provides
powerful input to the team leader while
maintaining confidentiality.

How it works: The HBDI™ is a 120-question
on-line diagnostic survey. Your answers
indicate your thinking style preferences.
Because it is a self-analysis, most people
immediately recognize their results as
accurate.

Team Profile Includes: Visual and
informational displays of how the team thinks,
processes information and prefers to work.
Instantly impactful, the result of this package
is a powerful catalyst for discussion and indepth understanding of team effectiveness,
as well as the basis for improving
communication and performance.

What you get from this: Your personal
thinking
preferences
influence
your
communication, decision-making, problem
solving,
and
management
styles.
Understanding
your
thinking
style
preferences gives you a new perspective of
yourself and others you interact with
everyday.
Each personal HBDI package includes:
• A full color profile,
• Accompanying materials that explain your
profile in detail,
• A discussion of the implications your profile has on your life, both personally and
professionally.







Color data displays,
In depth data analysis of your team,
Views of members’ similarities,
Team strengths index,
Potential points of conflict.

$350 per team

Not just another assessment tool! Over
thirty-five years of research and innovation
stand behind the validity of the HBDI™. It has
been the subject of independent validations,
dissertations, scientific papers and case
studies. HBDI™ picks up where other
assessment tools leave off.
$125 per person
©2017 A TLANTA C HALLENGE ,
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TEAM WORK

A series of mentally challenging, hands-on leadership
activities to test and build leadership skills.
Overview

Details

This program gives new or experienced leaders an opportunity to enhance their leadership skills. Participants experience the Teamwork Compass®, a powerful tool that helps leaders understand the four foundational
elements of a successful team. They then work through a series of hands
-on leadership activities that help them see how much more effectively a
team can operate when using these key attributes. With the guidance of
our expert facilitators, participants then discuss how this impacts their
own leadership style and approach.

Goals

Group

<15*

15-34

35-49

50-74

75-114

115-159

160-224

225-300

300+

3 hours

$900

$60

$56

-

-

-

-

-

-

90 min

$825

$55

$51

-

-

-

-

-

-

* Groups under 15 people use the flat rate listed. 15 or more are per person only.

“We had a really good time and accomplished a lot. I suspect we will work
with you guys again in the future.” ~ Southern Company

•

TEAM FUN
TEAM WORK
TEAM BOND

Length:
90 min - 3 hours

Location:
Indoors or outdoors in
a large open space.

Rates

LLC

TEAM SKILLS

Activity:
Light

✓ Understand the fundamental qualities of a team.
✓ Enhance leadership skills.
✓ Practice communicating ideas and solutions.

©2017 A TLANTA C HALLENGE ,

Program content:

WWW .A TLANTA C HALLENGE . COM

Group size:
5-75 people
Includes:
Complete facilitation,
participant handouts,
project supplies and
event photos.
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Agenda & Activities
Welcome & Warm-Ups (10-15 minutes) Atlanta Challenge staff welcome participants and set expectations and
ground rules for the leadership activities. We then lead
some fun warm-up challenges that break the ice and get
the group physically and emotionally involved, as well as
split them into smaller groups for the event if needed.

Corporate Connection In this challenge, every person in the group must be directed by the leaders
through a maze within the designated time. All participants must find the path to the other side through trial
and error. The leader’s job is to ensure that the team
learns from their mistakes, and “fails forward.”

The Teamwork Compass® (15-20 minutes) We lead a
short interactive conversation about the key ingredients of
teamwork, how different team members have a stronger
affinity for some of those ingredients, and how a leader
can bring them all together to be an unstoppable team.
We then use this metaphor throughout the program to
help the group become familiar with this powerful tool for
successful leadership.

Raising the Bar The group will attempt to collaboratively lower a pole to the ground, without blaming each
other for the odd behavior of the pole. A great lesson
in team focus, and group dynamics.
Closing Debrief & Wrap-up Activity (5-15 minutes) The
group comes together to acknowledge accomplishments
and incorporate refined leadership skills into real life. We
wrap up with a meaningful closing activity and team photo.

The Quest (60-120 minutes) Participants tackle a series
of hands-on leadership activities which require brainstorming, collaboration, planning, and creative problem-solving.
Here are some examples of the dozens that we have
available. The activities are selected by your facilitator to
fit your group.
Bull Ring In this activity, participants must transport a
ball from the top of a stake to another stake which is
about 30 feet away. Half the group are “managers”
and half the group are “workers”. The managers have
a limited amount of time to coach the workers to accomplish this task. This initiative focuses on quality
control, communication, and effective problem solving.

©2018 A TLANTA C HALLENGE ,
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INDOOR / OUTDOOR LEADERSHIP SKILLS

Develop essential leadership skills in a fun format that utilizes
gamification to ensure maximum participation and retention.
Overview

Details

Utilizing our unique app-based learning system, participants work their
way through the leadership course both mentally and physically. Using
the app, participants find different hotspots around the room, hotel, or
even outdoors. Once a hotspot is found, the app reveals a learning module. Each module is followed by a short quiz and an interactive leadership
challenge that helps turn ideas into practiced leadership skills. All this is
packaged into a fun format that feels more like a game than a workshop.

Goals

Program content:
TEAM SKILLS
TEAM FUN
TEAM WORK
TEAM BOND

Length:
3 - 4 hours
Activity level:
Moderate

✓ Expand and utilize the leader’s toolbox.
✓ Discover personal leadership style and strengths.
✓ Develop an on-going team improvement system.

Location:
Indoors and/or outdoors

Rates
Group

<15*

15-34

35-49

50-74

75-114

115-159

160-224

225-300

300+

w/iPads

$1,200

$80

$77

$74

$71

$68

$65

$62

call

BYOD

$975

$65

$62

$59

$56

$53

$50

$47

call

* Groups under 15 people use the flat rate listed. 15 or more are per person only.

Group size:
5 - 200 people
Team size:
5 - 6 people each

“Thank you for coordinating the Team Management event for us. You did
an awesome job with this experiential learning process and participants
thoroughly enjoyed themselves.” ~ Chattahoochee Tech
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Agenda & Activities
Pre-event Planning: Using a brief checklist, you let us
know which of our learning module topics are a higher
priority for your group.
Welcome & Warm-Ups (5-10 minutes) Atlanta Challenge
staff welcome the group and set expectations for this
unique leadership course. We then lead some fun warmup activities that get the group moving and ready to fully
participate.
Program Intro (5-15 minutes) If the group is using their
own devices, we help anyone who has not yet downloaded the app get ready. Then we briefly review how to use
our intuitive app, and how the session will flow.
Leadership Modules Individuals and/or teams work
through the app-based leadership course. Each module
includes a short presentation, questions to test retention,
and leadership activities to help participants internalize
and practice new ideas. Possible modules include:
Teamwork Compass® The Teamwork Compass® is a 4
-quadrant model of what is needed for an effective team,
and how everyone has strengths in different areas. This
simple but powerful tool keeps leaders focused and
teams motivated because it covers all of the essentials.

Effective Communication This module builds on the
Teamwork Compass by exploring the essential elements
of effective communication with any thinking style.
Group Problem Solving A leader doesn’t need to know
all the answers, but they do need to know how to get the
best solutions from their team. This module gives leaders a system for helping their team stay on track and
find constructive solutions.
Team Coaching Every team will sometimes encounter
tough issues, conflicts, and other challenges that need
more than traditional problem-solving. Leaders learn
simple but powerful coaching skills to help their people
overcome personal problems that are impacting their
performance on the team.
Closing Debrief & Wrap-up Activity (5-10 minutes) We
acknowledge accomplishments of the day and discuss
how to use the leadership lessons after the program.
Post-Event Feedback: After the event, you will receive a
report with a log of the group’s answers to the quiz questions, responses to open-ended questions, and any recorded interactive leadership activities.

Leadership Styles Matrix This powerful insight gives
participants a clearer understanding of their primary
thinking and management style, and how the different
styles may impact the people they lead.
Motivation and Encouragement In this section, leaders learn effective strategies for motivating group members according to their individual styles, ensuring long
term commitment.

©2018 A TLANTA C HALLENGE ,
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INDOOR TEAM SKILLS

L EGACY Q UEST
A powerful exploration of the lives and lessons of great
Atlanta leaders packaged within an exciting treasure hunt.
Overview

Details

Played at either the Carter Presidential Museum or the Martin Luther King
Center, teams work their way through a scavenger hunt packed with leadership games. Around the museum, teams reveal leadership learning
modules, followed by short quizzes and interactive challenges that helps
turn ideas into practiced skills, along with fun photo and trivia challenges.
The combination of a competitive hunt and leadership games makes
learning much more fun than a standard workshop.

Goals

Program content:
TEAM SKILLS
TEAM FUN
TEAM WORK
TEAM BOND

Length:
3 - 4 hours
Activity level:
Moderate

✓ Expand and utilize the leader’s toolbox.
✓ Discover personal leadership style and strengths.
✓ Develop an on-going team improvement system.

Location:
Indoors, with some outdoors
(see sites list)

Rates
Group

<15*

15-34

35-49

50-74

75-114

115-159

160-224

225-300

300+

w/iPads

$1,200

$80

$77

$74

$71

$68

$65

$62

call

BYOD

$975

$65

$62

$59

$56

$53

$50

$47

call

* Groups under 15 people use the flat rate listed. 15 or more are per person only.
Venue admission not included

Group size:
5 - 200 people
Team size:
4 - 6 people each

“On behalf of the entire management team, thank you for providing us with
an informative but fun day.” ~ PPG Industries
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L EGACY Q UEST
Agenda & Activities
Welcome & Warm-Ups (5-10 minutes) Our staff welcome
the participants to the museum and get everyone ready for
a great experience. We then lead some fun warm-up activities that also randomly create small teams.
Team Up! (5-10 minutes) Teams take a few moments to
create a name and slogan for their team, and build some
team spirit and unity.
Event intro (5 minutes) Our fun and professional staff
give the group a quick tutorial on the app and the other
event components to ensure a smooth start.
Hunt Tasks & Leadership Modules (1-2 hours) Teams
use the app to explore the museum and unlock leadership
challenges. Each challenge includes a module, questions
about the content, and leadership games & activities to
help participants internalize and practice what they just
learned, along with a lot of fun bonus projects.
GAMES This assortment of fun challenges keeps the
group energized and entertained so they stay on task.
Portrait Missions: Teams do their best to take selfies
with exhibits that look like their teammates, reenact famous scenes, or pose with famous objects.
Locked Trivia: At specific locations, teams use the app to
scan exhibits that will unlock trivia challenges about the
displays within that area of the museum.

CONTENT MODULES We help you identify which of our
learning module topics are best for your group.
Teamwork Compass® Our 4-quadrant model of what is
needed for an effective team, and how everyone has
strengths valuable to the team.
Leadership Styles Matrix This powerful insight gives developing leaders a clearer understanding of their how their
styles impact the people they lead.
Motivation Learn effective strategies for motivating people and helping develop long term commitment.
Group Problem Solving This module gives leaders a
system for helping their team find constructive solutions.
Team Coaching A simple but powerful coaching tool to
help everyone on the team perform at their best.
Scoring (5 minutes) Teams turn in their materials, and
then the final scores are dramatically revealed.
Wrap-Up (5 minutes) We end with a few final thoughts
and an awesome group picture.
--Post-Event Feedback: After the event, you will receive a
report showing the group’s answers to the quiz questions,
responses to open-ended questions, and their recorded
interactive activities to help you evaluate leadership skills.

Curator Challenges: When a team finds a facilitator in
the museum, they can accept more involved projects such
as historical figure interviews, great day in history reenactments, alternate history headlines, and more.
Brainteasers: These mental challenges help teams
stretch the cognitive muscles used by great leaders.

©2018 A TLANTA C HALLENGE ,
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L EGACY Q UEST
Our favorite history venues.

Martin Luther King Jr Center

The

Carter Presidential Museum Atlanta is

King Center is the hub of a 23 acre National Historic Site which brings one million visitors each
year. Attractions include the birth home, the crypt
of Dr. and Mrs. King, exhibits at Freedom Hall, gift
shop/information facility, and reflecting pool.

fortunate to have such an exceptional destination
right in town. Hundreds of displays make this a
remarkable and unique setting to inspire your
team to do great things.
Also available on site:
• Meeting rooms
• Catering
• Cafeteria
• Gift shops
• Outdoor exhibits

Also available on site:
• Meeting rooms
• Restaurants
• Gift shops

Many of our clients will reserve a meeting room, have a meeting (or team workshop) in the morning, catered
lunch, then a fun treasure hunt with leadership games in the afternoon.

©2017 A TLANTA C HALLENGE ,
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LEADERSHIP SKILLS

A powerful vision and goal setting experience that gives leaders
the edge they need to motivate teams to perform at their best.
Overview

Details

In this dynamic board breaking workshop, we teach simple and effective
strategies to help leaders develop compelling goals and maintain their
commitment no matter what happens. Each participant will take part in
an exciting and sometimes life-changing board breaking experience that
will serve as a physical metaphor for breaking through the barriers and
limiting beliefs that hold them back from world-class performance.

Program content:
TEAM SKILLS
TEAM FUN
TEAM WORK
TEAM BOND

Goals

Length:
3 hours +/-

✓ Develop specific, compelling goals.
✓ Break through perceived barriers to success.
✓ Enhance self-confidence and executive presence.

Activity:
Light

Rates

Location:
Indoors

Group

<15*

15-34

35-49

50-74

75-114

115-159

160-224

225-300

300+

Rate

$1,125

$75

$72

$69

$65

$61

$57

$54

call

Group size:
10-200 people

* Groups under 15 people use the flat rate listed. 15 or more are per person only.

“Thank you for a successful morning! We really had a great time and it was
just what we needed. The group definitely had a breakthrough!”
~ Sunrise at Buckhead

©2017 A TLANTA C HALLENGE ,
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Agenda & Activities
Introduction (5 minutes) Our staff welcome participants and set expectations for the day's events.
Warm-ups & Energizers (5-10 minutes) We lead a
few fun activities that break the ice and get the group
physically and emotionally involved.

Goals & Barriers (30-60 minutes) This session begins with a brief discussion on goal-setting: how to
state goals specifically and positively, and then to
honestly address any barriers (real or perceived) that
may be holding us back.

Intro Challenge (15-30 minutes) We jump right into
the program with a thought provoking team activity
that requires ideas and input from the entire group to
solve. This gets the group engaged and thinking
about what they want to get out of the program.

Breakthrough Challenge (30-60 minutes) The
group learns a step-by-step process for breaking
through their boards safely and effectively. After everyone has broken through, the group discusses the
applications of the metaphor of board breaking.

Personal Focus Appraisal (30-45 minutes) People
tend to get what they focus on, and in this enlightening activity participants identify what their key areas
of focus are, and how to utilize those traits to be
more effective at defining and achieving their goals.

Closing & Wrap-up Activity (5-15 minutes) The
group shares what the event has meant to them, decisions they have made based on their experience,
and how they can apply those lessons in their leadership roles. We end with a fun but meaningful closing
activity and a group picture.

Comfort Zone Talk (10 minutes) This hands-on
demonstration illustrates how easy it is to get caught
in the complacency trap, and how we typically respond when confronted with a new challenge. The
point is made that all achievement happens outside
our comfort zones and that discomfort is not the
problem, but the signpost to success.
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I NDOOR E VENTS : W ORKSHOPS & H ANDS -O N

Category

TEAM
SKILLS

LEADER
SKILLS

Event

Description

Collaboration Improv

Expand innovation and collaboration skills with hilarious exercises.

Exploring Teamwork

App-based learning adventure that teaches team skills, but plays like a game.

Harassment

Dealing with and preventing harassment in team environments.

Personal Profiles

Half-day deep-dive into each participants individual thinking styles profile.

Pull Together

A half-day workshop that creates stronger sense of unity and respect.

Team Evolution

Full-day team development workshop based on Teamwork Compass®

THINK Out Of The Box

Develop and practice your team’s innovation and brainstorming skills.

Think Like A Team

Build communication & problem solving skills in interactive workshop.

Exploring Leadership

An app-based adventure that teaches leadership skills, but plays like a game.

Leadership Quest

A series of team challenges & conversations to develop a leadership mindset.

Leadership Profiles

Personal strengths profiles fine-tuned for leadership skills.

Legacy Quest

An app-based leadership skills discovery through MLK or Carter Center.

Team Leader 360

Develop leadership skills with pragmatic content, peer feedback and activities.

Unstoppable Leaders

Give leaders the edge they need to motivate teams to perform at their best.

Collaboration
Movin’ On Up
Network Bridges
HANDS-ON
TEAM
WORK

1-HOUR
SESSIONS

Team challenges that illuminate the need for collaborative thinking.

Domino Effect
Customer Pipeline
Catapult To Success

Demonstrates the importance of everyone focusing on what the customer needs.

Driven To Succeed

Breaking out of silos with a fun, competitive activity.

The Shark Pitch

An app-based marketing competition for apprentice sharks.

Teamwork Quest

Enhance teamwork skills through a series of team challenges & conversations.

Active Projects

45-90 minute on-your-feet energizers with great lessons.

Seated Projects

Seated activities that enhance skills and provide opportunities to interact.

Mini Workshops

Quick content and conversations about important team topics.
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I NDOOR E VENTS : C HARITY , J UST F OR F UN & H UNTS

Event

Category

CHARITY
SERVICE
PROJECTS

JUST
FOR
FUN

INDOOR
HUNTS

MEGA
GAMES

Description

Charity Networking

Teams complete a variety of challenges to earn items to donate to charity.

Food Drive

Earn food items in fun Game Show, then donate the food.

Pet Rescue

Help find homes for shelter pets through video production and social media.

Some Assembly

Break out of silos and increase team effectiveness while giving back.

Toy Raiders

Stimulate group problem-solving in a fun, Indiana Jones themed service project.

World of Giving

Teams create impact around the globe by giving through gamification.

A Tasting Race

Solve clues to “travel” to a series of locations and sample international cuisine.

Amazing World Race

Collaborate to solve clues and challenges in a high-energy, competitive race.

Escape Room

A fun, challenging escape room, but with more team building and no traveling.

Furious Birds

A fun hands-on design project followed by launched chaos and competition.

Game Show

Enjoy a fun competition with a mixture of trivia, hands-on challenges and more.

Murder Mystery

Dinner time mystery with a team twist and participant characters.

Team Networking

Participants network with as many people as possible in this fun event.

Virtual Escape Room

Teamwork and logic skills are thoroughly tested in this virtual escape room.

Win It In Minutes

Get wild in our hilarious hands-on group stunts and races against the clock.

Exploring Leadership

An app-based adventure that teaches leadership skills, but plays like a game.

Exploring Teamwork

An app-based learning adventure that teaches team skills, but plays like a game.

Hotel Hunt

An interactive tablet-based event which allows you to explore your venue.

Legacy Quest

An app-based leadership skills discovery through MLK or Carter Center.

Murder Mystery Hunt

A treasure hunt style murder mystery that gets groups moving, but not too much.

Museum Explorer

Technology based interactive team building experience inside a museum center.

Natural Wonders

An app-based team scavenger hunt through the Aquarium or FernBank Museum.

The Pitch

An app-based marketing competition for apprentice sharks.

Virtual Escape Room

Teamwork and logic skills are thoroughly tested in this virtual escape room.

World of Giving

Teams create impact around the globe by giving through gamification.

Impossible Mission

Energize your team in this exciting, hands-on mission to uncover and catch spies.

Race Around World

A wide ranging clue solving race for international projects.
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O UTDOOR E VENTS
Event

Category

Description

Charity Treasure Hunt

Race to earn points, then use the team budget to shop for donation items.

Expedition

A cross country search-and-solve mission.

Exploring Leadership

An app-based adventure that teaches leadership skills, but plays like a game.

Exploring Teamwork

App-based learning adventure that teaches team skills, but plays like a game.

Great GPS Chase

Share skills and use GPSs to find a series of challenges, brainteasers and more.

Great Pub Crawl

Solve clues, sample food and beverages, have lots of fun!

Haunted Hunt
Hotel Hunt
HUNTS

An interactive tablet-based event which allows you to explore your venue.

Murder Mystery Hunt
Olde Towne Hunt

A low cost, low tech paper-based hunt through a historic small town.

Outdoor Mall Hunt
Public Park Romp
Six Flags Hunt
Streetcar Hunt

Get to know Atlanta in this streetcar-hopping adventure.

Teamwork Hunt

Solve clues, take photos, find secret locations at Zoo Atlanta or Olympic Park

Wild Safari Hunt

FIELD
GAMES

CHARITY
SERVICE
PROJECTS

TEAM WORK
ACTIVITIES

World of Giving

Teams create impact around the globe by giving through gamification.

Amazing World Race

Collaborate to solve clues and challenges in a high-energy, competitive race.

Games For Thrones

Compete to be the most victorious team in head-to-head challenges.

Survivor Games

Out perform the competition in a series of games and vote them off the island.

Tailgate

A fun competition with tailgate favorites, app-based trivia, and more.

Charity Treasure Hunt

Race to earn points, then use the team budget to shop for donation items.

Pet Rescue

Create videos to adopt pets, and assemble adoption kits for new owners.

Operation Bicycle

Recover bike parts from a variety of challenges and donate the bikes.

World of Giving

App-based hunt that raises money for service projects all around the world.

Expedition

A cross country search-and-solve mission.

Furious Birds

A hilarious game combining engineering, teamwork and ruthless competition.

Go Kart Build

Build go-karts with unlikely materials and race them against other teams.

Juggernaut

Develop teamwork using our portable adventure-based challenges.

Outbreak

Find and recover lost contaminated vials from within dangerous locations.

Teamwork Quest

Enhance teamwork through a series of team challenges & conversations.
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NOTES:
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